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Some Preliminary Data on a New Theory 
of v-..>mplexity of Three-Dimensional Objects 
Many measures of stirnulus complexity have been used in 
visual perception experiments, and there are many hypotheses 
which attempt to predict perceived complexity of stimuli. For 
two-dimensional random polygons, Attneave (1957) found that 
about 90% of the variance of his subjects' complexity 
juclglnents waf.:; accounted for by three factors: (a) the number 
of independent turns (the total nwnber of turns for an 
cU3ymmetrical shape .::tnd about half of the total numr..er for a 
symmetrical shape), (b) symmetry (with symmetrical shapes 
judged rnore complex than asymmetrical shapes when the number 
of independent turns was held constant, but vice versa when 
the ÚŸŬWŠŨĚnumber of tUTI1S was held constant), and (c) angular 
variability (where more variability resulted in higher 
GŸŬÜŮŨŤẄÙĚty judgments). Attneave also noted that curvature (as 
OPPOBed to angularity) had no effect on judgments. 
In a study yielding similar results, ATI10ult (1960) found 
that at-out. ĮĪŸŸĚof the variance among subjects' judgments of 
complexity was explained by symmetry, angular variability, 
• 
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perimeter squared over area, and the number of independent sides 
of p()lygons. Curvature was found to have no effect on complexity 
judgnlents here, either. 
Alexander and Carey (1968) investigated horizontal linear 
arrangements of seven squares that were either black or white. 
The investigators found that subjects' rank-orderings of the 
pattel:ns for simplicity were "almost perfect.ly accolUlt.ed for 
by the relative number of subsymmetries in the different 
patterns" (p. 73). A subsymmE!try of a pat.tern was defined as 
a "bilateral symmet.ry of a segment wit.hin that. pat.tern" (p. 
'77) . In essence, then, the number of symmetrical segments in 
a pattern was the number of subsymmetries in the patt.ern, with 
more subsymmetries correspondiI1g to more simplicity (less 
complexi ty) . 
Zusne (1970), in his review of complexity scaling 
research, points to Stenson's 1966 factor analysis of 
complexi ty rati11gs for two-dimensional forms. Investigat.ing 
many of the variables used iIl previous complexity research, 
Sten::;on attempted to discover if some of the variables 
traditionally discussed were measuriI1g different fact.(.'rs, or 
if they were essent.ially gettiI1g at. the same t.hiI1g. He fOlUld 
-that four physical measures described the one factor that 
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accounted for most of the variance hi his subjects - complexity 
judgrnents: length of the perimeter, perimeter 
squared over area, number of turns, and the variety of 
:LnterTial angles. 
Researchers have attempted to use this two-dimensional 
complexi ty approach t.(.1 predict complexity judgments of two-
dimercsional representations of three-dimensional objects (Hochberg 
and Brooks, 1960; Butler, 1982). Hochberg and Brooks (1960) 
:3tudied reversible-perspective line drawings of obje::::ts. They 
found complexity to be best measured by the number of continuous 
line segments (ignoring intersect.ions), the number of interior 
angles, and the variet.y of internal angles (total number of 
different angles over total number of intenlal angles). 
Al though Hochl1erg and Brooks - (1960) measure is a good 
measure of complexity, it is not perfect. Hochberg (1964) 
notef:; that. while this approach explains most of the subjects' 
respc>nses quite well, several stimuli elicited responses that 
could not l1e accounted for, suggesting that the approach may be 
lacking some important factor. Butler (1982) found that Hochberg 
and Brooks' (1960) measure could not explain judgments of a 
variety of new drawings. 
One of the first attempts to develop a theory of complexity, 
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.3.13 opposed to a data-driven measurement of complexity, was 
Garner" s (1962) informa Uon/uncertainty approach. Garner argued 
that more complex figures are more redundant figures, where 
redtmdancy increases "the number of variables on which two or more 
events in a set can rJe discriminated" (Garner, 1962, p. 184). He 
explauls that increasing redundancy "has the effect of lllcrPAsing 
comp=_exity and discrimlllability rJetween the patterns III a 
part=_cular set of stimuli because the redundancy provides more 
TÙVWŸŅŨȘWÙẂŤĚcues than are actually required for discrimlllation" 
(p. =_95). 
Leeuwenberg (1968) developed a new theory of complexity based 
in part on Garner's approach. LeeuwenlJerg combined the 
information approach of Garner and the law of Pragnanz (the 
"minJ.mLUll principle") from gest.alt psychology t.o form a percept.ual 
coding system. He contends that the preferred interpretation of a 
drawing will be t.he simplest one, the one whose code contains the 
fewest. lmi ts of structural information. The more units of 
structural informat.ion in a patten}' 13 code, the m()re complex the 
patten} is. 
Butler (1982) at.t.empted to use Leeuwenberg's (1968) measure 
to predict complexity of line drawings of objects which could be 
seen as two-dimensional or as three-dimensional. Finding that 
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ÒŤŤẀŸGŤŪŲŊŤŲŦĚ's approach did not work well, he proposed another 
measure of complexity for two-dimensional drawings of three-
dimensional objects. He integrated Leeuwenberg's approach to 
complexity (the information load in a drawing) with a traditional 
measure of complexity, the rn.unber of lines. Cc..>mbining these two 
measures, Butler provided a reasonably good account of both how 
organized the drawlllg is and how much is in the drawing. 
In a series of experiments, Butler (1982) found that this proposed 
complexity measure was better than other measures but still had 
some weaknesses. He suggested extending the approach by 
developing a three-dimens ional coding Uleory, one describirlg the 
three-dimensional complexities of depicted objectE; instead of two-
dimensional complexities of drawirlgs of three-dimensional objects. 
BU.t he and others have rJeen unsuccessful in extendirlg two-
dimensional measures to handle three-·dimensional complexities. 
A more dire<"..:::t attempt to specify three-dimensional 
complexity of objects has recently rJeen made by Biedennan 
(1987) irl his Hecogni tion-by-O.)mponents theory of human image 
i..lYlderstanding. Instead of extending two-dimensional 
perception theories to objects, Biederman uses three-
dimensional objects as a starting point. The crux of his 
theory is that in object recogrli tion, the image of input is 
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parsed into segmentf"; at areas of deep concavity, resultirlg" in 
.3n arrclYlgement of simple geometric compclnents (called geons) 
3uch af.:j ŴŤTŦȚĤŸVHĚ bl,JCks, and cy lirlders . Biederman ha.'3 argued 
that complex objects require more components to look complete than 
do simple objects. 
Recognition-by-Q,mponents presents a novel approach to 
three-dimensional complexity, clearly involving new units of 
analysis. While the theories discussed above are attempts to 
quantify object complexity using two-dimensional measures such 
as the number of lines, number of ::U1gles, perimeter lengths, 
etc., Biederman's theory posits actual three-dimensional geons 
as the basic level of analysis, with more geons indicating 
more complexity. 
Biederman's approach represents a giant leap from using 
two-dimensional notions to understand three-dimensional 
complexity. However, there may be ways of manipulating object 
complexi ty other than, as Biederman proposes, simply varying 
the number of geons involved. 
In previous complexity research (e.g., Butler, 1982), it 
has been shown that simply cOlmting components of st.imuli 
(e. g., number of lines, number of angles) is not enough to 
successfully predict complexity. There lYk.'iY be other factors 
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influencing object complexity, such as the arrangement of 
geomj and the individual complexities of the geons comprising 
the object. The arrangement of the geons would seem to 
l1lCltter, b3.sed on gestalt and information approach research 
(with more organized arrangements judged less complex). And 
from complexity research showing that two-dimensional forms 
have differing complexities, it is logical to assume that 
three-dimensional objects also differ in complexity. The 
following experiment involves perceived complexities of three-
dimensional objects. 
Method 
:3ubjects 
The subjects were 24 male and female Lmdergraduates from 
the psychological science subject P<-JOI at Ea.ll State 
Uni versi t.y . Student.s can participat.e in psychology 
experiments as part. of the subject. pool t.o fulfill the out-of-
clasE; activit.y requirement. for int.roductory psychology 
courf:jes. 
The st.imuli were 12 polyhedra varying in number of 
:3urfaces and in regularity of surfaces. They are shown in Figures 
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la, lb, and le. Three groups of stimuli were constnlcted: four 
wec]ges (five-surfaced objects, shown in Figure la), four boxes 
(six-surfacecl objects, shown in Figure lb), and four polyhedra 
ŸĒÙWUĚmore than six surfaces, shown in Figure le. In keeping with 
the purpeJse of varying complexity, each of the wedges had a 
different shape for a rJaSe. One had a square base (object B), one 
had b rectangle rJaSe (object D), one had a parallelogram base 
(object A), and one had an irregular trapezoid base (object C). 
As can rJe seen irl Figure la, the wedges also varied in several 
other ways. The shape of the base (and cross section) of each box 
1.-laS either a square (object G), a rectangle (object E), a 
;;>arallelogram (object H), or an irregular trapezoid (object F). 
The E;ize of the cross-section was constant along the entire 
objec-t, followirtg the tennirlology of Biederman (1987). Three of 
the :polyhedra wi·th more than six surfaces were formed with the 
:3ize and shape of the cross section constant along the object. 
One had an irregular pentagon base, creatirtg seven surfaces 
(objec;t I), one had an irregular seven--sided base, creatirtg nine 
;3urfaces (object K), and one had a regular hexagon base, creatirtg 
eighi; surfaces (object .J). TIle remairlirtg polyhedron had an 
irregu.lar pentagon base, creatirtg seven surfaces (object L), but 
the top surface was made nonparallel to the base. 
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The obj ects were constructed from layers of extruded 
poly:::tyrene insulation, They were coated with canvas primer and 
then painted rneditun blue. The longest axes of the objects varied 
from 5,5 em (for object B) to 16.2 em (for object E). 
procedure 
E.."teh session lasted approximately 15 minutes. Each 
:3ubjeet was nm individually and was given the following 
instruct.ions: 
In this experiment, you will be making complexity 
ÚẀŸĤŲÜŤŪWVĚaoout the 12 objects in front of you. 
Please judge the complexity of the OVERALL objects, 
ignor ing imperfections such as lines and 
brushstrokes. I would liJ{e you to move the objects 
around until they are in order from simplest to most 
complex. 
Now I would lllie for you to assign numeric 
ratings to the objects. Use a scale from 1 to 10, 
liJw the scale useci in the Olympics, where 
l=:simplest, and 10=most complex. You may use 
decimals in your judgments. For example, you may 
assign an object a rating of 3.7. You may also 
decide that two or more objects are the same and 
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should receive the same rating. This is fine. 
There are no correct answers; these are simply YOUR 
judgments. 
Q, you have any questions? 
After the subject finished reading the instluctions, the 
experimenter paraphrased the instructions and answered 
questions. The subject ordered the objects and then gave 
complexity ratings, wit.h t.he experiment.er t.yping the numeric 
values into a nearby computer terminal. When the subject. was 
satisfied with the final ratings, he or she was asked to 
describe the crit.eria he or she used to judge complexity. The 
:3ubj E::Ct. was thanked and dismissed. 
Results 
The mean complexity judgments of the object.s varied 
substantially. For each subject, z-scores were computed for each 
of t.he 12 stimuli using the mean and standard deviation of each 
subject's response distribution. TI1en, for each stimulus, the z-
:3cores were averaged across subjects, yielding a mean z-score for 
each stimulus. TIle looans are shown in Figures la, 1 b, and lc. 
The differences in the mean z-scores were so large that an 
analysis of variance was not needed to verify the significance of 
the ȘŸÙȚȚŤŲŤŪȘŤVĦĚ
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A stepwise multiple regression was performed to determine the 
best predictors of judged complexity. The predictors tested 
included the following: numrJer of surfaces, regularity of the 
designated base (all ar.tgles arld sides equal), whether or not the 
hase had parallel sides, whether or not the object had a constant 
crosE; section, reflective symmetry of the base, rotational 
symmetry of the rJa..se, arld a ratio of number of different surface 
.mgles to tot.:tl nurl'1OOr of surface ar.tgles. This data artalysis 
revealed that the most importJant predictor was whether or not the 
2 
designated baGe had parallel sides [R =.69, 12<.001, df(1, 10)]. 
The next most irnport.:'(nt predictor was the number of surfaces 
2 
[R =.76, 2=.13, df(2,9)]. Although the addition of this second 
predict.or did not produce a significant. increase in prediction 
power, it. should be not.ed t.hat t.he degrees of freedom were 
extremely small, and t.hese result.s are at least suggest.ive of the 
importance of number of surfaces in predicting complexi t.y . Using 
these two variables produces t.he following regression equat.ion: 
complexit.y in z-score = -3.76 (parallel sides in base) 
+ .60 (number of surfaces) - 1.58 
Discussiqn 
In general, the best. predictor of judged complexit.y was 
l'lhether or not the designat.ed base had parallel sides (wit.h 
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parallel sides indicating less complexity). The next most 
:i.mportant factor was the ntlmrJer of surfaces. Adding the second 
predictor did nuL lead to a statistically sigTliiicant increase in 
prediction power, but this preliminary analysis suggests that it 
could ŞȚŸĚ importallt. In general, complexity judgrnents appear to be 
higher for objects with more surfaces. 
An impeyrtant step ll'1 this research was rescalirlg the 
complexity judgments. In order to elimmate the effects of 
:::;ubjects' using the 1 to 10 scale differently, a z-score 
trane;formation waf; performed before attempting the rP..gression 
,malysis. Even with rescaling, the differences in the mean z-
:3corec; were highly c;ignificant. Future investigations should also 
include some kind of rescaling procedure. 
This study involved perceived complexity of only a subset of 
Biederman's (1987) propeysed geon types. Whi le these results were 
infonnative, .311 appropriate extension of this research would be to 
lnveEitigate complexity using all 36 of Biederman's proposed geons. 
1l1e first of the two factors found to be important in 
predicting object complexity is a ŸŠVẀŲŤĚof regularity (how 
organized the object is), while the second is a quantity rr*'Asure 
(how much is in the object). In this study and others (e.g., 
Eu.tler, 1982), ry:)th organization and quantity have been shown to 
-------.. HŸĚ.--_._-,,----
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pred:Lct perceived complexity. In this light. it may be safe to 
speculate that Biederman ," s (1987) notion of object complexity, 
determined simply by the number of components (geons) III an 
object, may ŲẄŸĚ incomplete, lackll!g any organizational measure. 
The hyp<.Jthesis driving this invest,igation is that complexity 
judgnents for objects are .influenced not only by the m.urir.Jer of 
geom; (components) lllvol ved (Biedennan, 1987). but also by the 
arrar!gement of geons (a measure of organization) and the 
individual complexities of the geons. While the numr.Jer of geons 
:may 1)(3 the most important predictor of complexity, the data from 
this pilot study of llldi vidual geons' complexities has verified 
the assl..unption that geons themselves do vary substantially in 
percEdved complexity. 
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